2016 GASBAGS Annual Ride – Croatia

December 12th 2016

Before the Ride
December 2015 till June 2016 – Trip organisation
On the 4th December 2015 our group first met to formally discuss our location for the 2016 GASBAGS annual bike
ride. There had been informal discussions before with the thought being that we should aim for another ride where
we could hop between islands – trying to suit Pam by choosing a trip alike to Scotland but not actually being in
Scotland. Croatia had been discussed so I had checked out about bike rental shops. For once there was unanimous
agreement in going to Croatia, well except for Renata, who was not interested as she had been to Croatia many
times when she had lived with her parents in Slovakia.
Mike had composed a plan for the trip which had one problem – how to get a boat from Hvar Town to Korcula. By
the December 8th we had a solution as it looked like a catamaran could be booked. Ann had stated that she would
not come. We were hoping that Roy would join us.
On the 11th December we had our second meeting. Mike had sent out a route prior to this meeting drawn out in
MapMyRide. At the meeting it was agreed that Jeff & Pam would check out the hotels, Ray would check out the
ferries, Mike would book the bikes, and we each would book the flights.
On the 14th January Jeff, Ray & Mike met, with agreement reached on the itinerary including agreeing to fly back
from Split and not Dubrovnik, as the flights were much cheaper. Roy had signed up by this time and within 2 days we
had all the flights booked. By the end of February we had all the bikes, hotels, boats, catamarans & taxis booked.

Friday June 10th - The Day before
Seven of us had been signed up to go to Croatia until Sunday evening, 6 days before our trip: Bushy & Bridget; Jeff &
Pam; Roy; Naoko & me. We had everything booked, had worked out bike routes for each day and assigned Day
Leaders. Then disaster struck!
Pam phoned up on Monday morning to arrange a meeting for the afternoon to review what we might do each day.
We arrived at three o'clock and shortly afterwards Bridget arrived with bad news. Bushy was in hospital and it was
unlikely that he could come to Croatia. He had recently had his heart pace-maker changed for the third time but the
wires attached to his heart had not been changed. One wire was poking out of his chest and with one snip that
would be goodbye to Bushy. The heart consultants had decided that the wires needed to be replaced, and thus an
operation was required under a general anaesthetic. He was advised that he should not travel abroad till after the
operation that was initially scheduled for June 17th. Bridget was undecided if to stay or go - could she leave poor
Bushy all alone to ponder what might happen under a general anaesthetic? He had not had a general anaesthetic
operation for over 60 years, and his voice quivered when he said the words 'general anaesthetic'. Finally Bridget
decided that loyalty to Bushy became in front of loyalty to GASBAGS. We were now five! We were all saddened,
downhearted - who would now be tail-end Charlie?
The GASBAGS Thursday ride had as it destination Osmotherley, with the route including a tough long climb. Our
group met up at Seamer at 6:30 - for once a substantial group: Ann; Julie; Ray & Bridget; Naoko & me. Faint drizzle
started but Bushy had no fears that the damp might rust away the last remnants of his wires. In fact he looked
positively healthy as he shot off in front with Ann. John & Amanda and Jessica joined the group - it looked like a fine
tribute to poor old Bushy to have such a large GASBAGS crowd but these three knew nothing about Bushy's heart
problem.

The Ride
Saturday June 11th – Home to Split
Jeff & Pam picked Mike & Naoko up at 10:15 and drove to Leeds-Bradford airport. By the time we had dropped our
baggage it was midday. We met up with Roy, who had driven up from Ashby-de-la-Zouch, at the Jet2 baggage drop.
We had our usual drinks then a message came through that our
flight was delayed by an hour and a half due to bad weather.
Our flight set off at almost 4pm, almost two hours late, and
arrived in Split about 8pm. Our minibus driver was still waiting
fortunately - he had actually waited all our delayed time.
We arrived at the Guesthouse Zaninovic at half past eight. The
owner tried to get Jeff to cancel with 'Booking.com' then go
through him so he did not pay their fee. After much-a-to-do we
did not acquiesce to his request, in part because we were
hungry. We walked down to the sea front and surprisingly found
a place to eat at past ten o’clock.

Sunday June 12th - Split ferry to Stari Grad on Hvar
Mike was up early and walked to the bike shop to check that it
was where he thought it should be, with the walk just being 10
minutes, and then returned to the Guesthouse. By the time he
returned the whole group was up and ready to leave but rather
than walk to the bike shop immediately, it was agreed that we
should walk down to the port and book the ferry tickets to Hvar.
On the way we found a café adjacent to the sea that only sold
drinks but would allow us to bring our own food.. We found a
bakery nearby, bought bread and cakes, and ate them at the
pleasant café, leaving crumbs all over the concrete floor due to
the Danish pastry.
We arrived at the MeridienTen bike-hire shop spot on 9:30, just
when the shop opened. The bikes were excellent and the staff
very helpful.
We cycled off just after 10:15 to get on the ferry by 10:30. The
ferry set off at 11 and arrived at Hvar island at 12:45. The
distance was 28 miles.
We cycled just over a mile to the accommodation – the
Apartments Mitrovic. Our elderly smiling hostess was waiting at
the gate, and gave us a very hearty welcome. She showed us
our rooms, which were excellent. She asked us to sit down actually pointing at the outdoor seats as she could not speak
English, and none of us knew a word of Croatian. By sign
language she asked if we would like to try a strong liqueur and
coffee. The clear liquid turned out to be Slivovitcz, which some
enjoyed whilst the two ladies did not seems as enamoured.
However our indications of delight made her delighted and she
indicated that she would serve it with coffee in the morning as
well. We sat there making pleasant conversation by sign
language, with Jeff being the most proficient and having
excellent finger moving skills – perhaps his time spent playing
Charades comes in useful after at all.
By mid-afternoon we were ready to cycle on our planned route

to Jelsa but by the time we reached Stari Grad centre, only just over a mile, there were a few raindrops and the sky
had turned black. We retired to a bar in Stari Grad and joined the throng of Croatian supporters watching Croatia
play Turkey on a large undercover TV set. The commentary was in Croatian with no English sub-titles – so our only
rule was to cheer when the rest of the supporters cheered.
By half time we all agreed that the rain
looked to have gone away so we cycled
off towards Jelsa. After 8 miles we had
a tremendous storm and sheltered
under trees, then climbed a wall to
find shelter under a building. The rain
subsided after a time and we cycled
through Vrboska, which was a very
beautiful small town. We stopped at
an outdoor restaurant to have dinner.
We were asked, in Croation and signlanguage, by the waiters if we would
like blankets – the temperature had
cooled because of the rain. Everyone
said ‘Yes’ except Mike.

After an excellent dinner we cycled on and arrived back at our apartments at about 8pm – we had only cycled 17
miles but had a real rainy adventure and with Jeff's phone being waterlogged and refusing to work.
.After changing we walked into the Stari Grad centre and saw
lots of expensive boats – and tried wine at an outdoor bar. Stari
Grad turned out to be much bigger than we had envisaged
when we had skirted it in search of our accommodation.

Monday June 13th – Cycle to Hvar Town
The accommodation did not serve
breakfast and we had decided to have
breakfast at the café in the Stari Grad
centre where we had bought wine the
previous evening. However our hostess
had invited us to have coffee and
slivovitz as pre-breakfast drinks. Roy, Naoko and Mike were down first at eight o’clock and started on the Slivovitcz
and coffee and stilted conversation with the hostess. Jess and Pam arrived 20 minutes later with Jeff asking the
hostess for a hairdryer. Why we all wondered? Had miracle hair
begun to grow on Jeff’s smooth head? Where else did he have
hair that needed drying? Jeff said, “It is to dry out my mobile,”
and gesticulated in a fluent way to explain to the hostess,
whose eyes were focused on Jeff’s head.
We cycled down to the centre of Stari Grad for breakfast at the
same cafe as we ate at the previous evening. As we were eating
the rain started and became too heavy to cycle without us
getting soaked, so we stayed on after breakfast and drank more
coffee. Jeff asked the café owner, who spoke English so no more
inventive gesticulations were required, about the two routes to
Hvar Town. The easiest way looked to be through a tunnel but
the café owner advised against it as he thought that bikes were
now banned and his friend had been killed on his bike last year
going through the tunnel. Thus our route would be over a hill
with a long ascent.
By about 10am the sky cleared and we were ready to leave. The
hilly route went up to 460metres with Naoko reaching the top
first. Black clouds were coming across so we decided to head
straight
down. The
overall distance was 13.2 miles. The altitude gain was 620m, so
we felt proud of ourselves when we reached Hvar Town, plus
we had enjoyed magnificent views.
We reached the apartment booked by Bushy (Apartments
Ivusic) - he had also paid - hurrah! The landlady was young and
bubbly. The apartments were excellent. Naoko wanted a room
with a bath so Mike & Naoko had the double room. Jeff & Pam
had the two-bedroom apartment, and Roy the 1 bedroom
apartment – all quite superb.
We walked down to the centre of Hvar Town. It was filled with
expensive boats. We found the
location for the Korcula ferry. We
found the cafe recommended by
the hotel owner and ate with beer
and more beer. We went back to
the apartments then down again
about 7:30 for more eating and
more beer. We spied a statue that
looked alike to Bushy as we
walked through Hvar Town. It
didn’t have a heart pacer so it was
not just the same.

Tuesday June 14th - Catamaran From Hvar to Korcula
We set off from our accommodation at 7:45am for the 8:55
catamaran – although Bushy had pre-booked the tickets we
were concerned about the space available to bikes so we
allowed plenty of time. In the centre of Hvar there was a
catamaran with a large queue awaiting to embark but it was not
our catamaran. However this showed that we should start
queueing - we were the second in the queue. Within a short
time the queue had grown into a long snake. We had to push
our bikes up a ramp to alight the catamaran, with the bikes
being stashed to the right of the entrance. The catamaran
zoomed along at 34 mph and arrived by 10:15 in Korcula Town,
with the distance being 38 miles. When we were close to the
port Mike, Naoko & Roy moved to the exit and stood with their
bikes. Everyone on the boat then congregated around the exit
with Jeff & Pam somewhere behind them. Hopefully we would meet them again!
We all thought that Korcula Town was a lovely town and
especially the old town. We easily found Hotel Park, which we
were being booked into for 2 nights. Jeff and Pam faces lit up
when they saw people swimming in the sea on a small beach
close to the hotel. They changed quickly and dashed down to
the beach and swam around. Naoko also went in but Mike hates
stony beaches so although changed into his trunks he backed
off. Roy came along to watch.
We changed and walked into town and had a beer - even
Naoko. We split up and looked round the old town.

We agreed that we would cycle to
Lumbada at 3pm. As the time drew
close Mike & Naoko were in their room
with Mike checking his accounts and
Naoko sleeping, not really thinking that
anyone would actually cycle. Mike
looked outside and Jeff & Pam were
changed and ready – what enthusiasm.
Mike persuaded Naoko to get ready
quickly which she did whilst a few
complaints came out of her mouth.
However Roy declined to cycle as he
felt too tired, being a bit older than the
rest of us.
Mike proposed that we just cycle
straight to Lumbada and back, which
was readily agreed! The wind in our
faces was wonderful on this hot day.
On the way back we took a left turn to
extend the ride and found a Winery,
which looked a bit rundown, but
unfortunately it was closed so we sat
around an outside table and used pretend glasses. Just as we were leaving a man appeared saying we could taste the
wine. We entered the building and were astonished to find the excellent décor, and realized that this was a coach
tour stopover. Jeff and Mike each paid 20 kuna (£2) to taste three wines, which we shared between the four of us.

Mike bought a bottle of his favourite of his three wines for 90
kuna (£9). On the way back Jeff bought a half bottle of plonk for
16 kuna (£1.60).
At 7pm we all squeezed onto Mike & Naoko’s balcony, admired
the superb view across to the mainland and tasted the wine.
Jeff's cheap plonk tasted just as good as Mike’s though not as
good as Mike’s elderberry and banana.
We had cycled a grand total of 10 miles.

Wednesday June 15th - Loop around Korcula
We all met for breakfast at eight
o’clock, and then all (including Roy)
cycled off along the coast to Rasicse
just after nine o’clock. It took just an
hour to cycle the 9 miles. Racisce
turned out to be a lovely picturesque
village.
We bought a coffee then played bowls
in front of the restaurant. The beach
did not look very inviting, even to Jeff
& Pam, so we cycled on further,
initially up a hill, to try to find a better
beach. However we gave up after a kilometer as the path was
becoming too rough. We returned to Racisce, had a picnic,
with Jeff, Pam and Naoko going in the sea again. Naoko
stated, “I have had my best sea swim ever”. It should be
noted that Naoko had never swum in the sea before this trip.
We cycled back to Korcula Town in two groups with both
groups making the same route mistake and having to push
bikes down a long flight of steps. We arrived back at three
o’clock
and
arranged
to meet
for dinner
at seven o’clock.
We had the normal discussion about the choice of restaurant
but then Naoko said, “I want to eat octopus,” and our choice
was decided as we were passing a restaurant looking onto the
sea whose main dish was octopus.
Our mileage for the day was just 17 miles.

Thursday June 16th - Ferry to Orebic & cycle to Ston

The above route shows our final route in the bike van
after we were rescued.

We had agreed that we would get the
8am car ferry from Korcula to Orebic.
Everyone was down to breakfast at
7am and we cycled off at 7:30 towards
the ferry that was only 1.25 miles
away.

The ferry arrived at Orebic by 8:20 and we cycled off to Ston at 8:30. There was a tough hill after 3 miles that
ascended for 4 miles – it would have been too hard for Bushy & Bridget. The road then descended all the way to sea
level but then up again before another ascent to sea level. We cycled up again and then the rain started and a very
strong swirling wind started blowing. We reached the top being blown all over and all walked. Mike reached the top
first, left his bike and went back to help Naoko but she wanted to push her bike by herself. Pam had been finding the
ride very tough and was now walking along, being coaxed by Jeff. Mike walked back to help Roy who looked
exhausted, and Mike’s offer of help to push his bike was gladly accepted. The rain stopped but we still had the
swirling wind. We walked onto to Putnitovici and stopped at a café for refreshments. Mike had assumed that after a
rest we might be able to continue, but the ladies and Roy were still too exhausted and could not continue with still
12 miles to cycle. By this time we had cycled 26 miles with the maximum height being 414m and the elevation gain
being 1160m.
Jeff proposed that we phone the hotel to see if they could send out a car to collect Pam, Naoko, & Roy, and we
agreed with the café that we would leave their bikes locked up undercover. Mike phoned the hotel and they agreed
to send out a car, with the expected arrival time being in 30 minutes. Mike phoned the bike shop to let them know
about the bikes being left. They said that they would try to contact their van that was on the way to collect the bikes
from Ston. They phoned back after a short time to say that they had not been able to contact their van. Just after
this call a large van drew up with bikes strapped to the roof. Everyone except Mike realized straight away that this
was the Meridien Ten bike shop’s van. We had been saved with even Jeff & Mike getting a lift back to the Ston hotel,
Villa Koruna. We arrived at the hotel to see England beat Wales 2-1. Our view of the hotel at this point was ‘five star’
with the help with the pickup, the excellent food, and the layout and decoration of the hotel.

Friday June 17th – Ston to Dubrovnik
We had all agreed that we would pay to have breakfast in the hotel at 8am, as we were being collected by taxi at
9am. The tiny breakfast did not fill our stomachs, which had grown enormous with all the alcohol that we had drunk.
The taxi turned up on time, and we were in Dubrovnik before 10am. We were dropped off on a busy road with a
signpost for the Limestone House 1 hotel pointing that we had to ascend on steps for about 100 metres. Mike had
booked this hotel so went for a chat with the owner. He was told that we weren’t staying in that part and was given
instructions on how to find where we were staying. Unfortunately he misunderstood the instructions and went on a
20-minute wild goose chase before re-appearing. He asked the owner again and now realized that the hotel location
was exactly where the taxi had dropped us – wonderful! This part of the Limestone House 1 was very poor, with the
rooms being tiny, and one of the rooms having faulty air-conditioning. We were allowed to leave our bags and
walked to Dubrovnik old town. We paid 120 kuna each to walk around the Dubrovnik walls. There was no doubt that
Dubrovnik was just magnificent. Jeff & Pam successfully searched for a place to swim – using their memories from
many years before.

Saturday June 18th – Dubrovnik to Split then Home
The excellent breakfast and the owner’s hospitality were the
redeeming features of the hotel. We were collected by another
taxi and transferred to Split airport – our holiday was over.

Summary
We all enjoyed the holiday though there is no doubt that Bushy & Bridget were sadly missed. Last year’s annual ride
had the lowest mileage ever of just 140 miles but astonishingly this year has beaten the low record quite easily. We
just cycled 88 miles.
The weather was good and warm except for two notable occasions:
•
•

On the first cycling day where we cycled on a loop from Stari Grad to Jelsa
On the fifth and last cycling day when we had to get rescued by Meridien Ten bike hire

We rarely met much traffic on the roads so felt quite safe. The bikes were excellent, with the bike-hire
representatives being very helpful, especially when we were saved on our last cycling day. Mike organized the bikehire and linked to the Meredien Ten contact Ante Vujanović who was always very helpful – thank-you!
Jeff, Mike & Bushy should be thanked for booking the hotels. Bushy should be thanked for booking the ferries and
Mike for booking the taxis. Naoko should be thanked for again sorting out the restaurant bills at every evening meal.
Finally we should thank all those who searched and found another island-hopping location that was alike to Scotland
but with warm weather and no midges – well done Pam ..and a tiny bit of Mike.
Overall it was another very enjoyable holiday with new pastures, good cycling, almost great weather, and wonderful
company.
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